THE DEN
THE NIGHT DWELLER

Crown Entertainment Complex, 8 Whiteman St, Southbank, 3006
(Located under The Atlantic restaurant)

THE DEN
THE NIGHT DWELLER

Head underground to our ambient basement bar, The Den.
The perfect location for your pre or post ocean to plate
experience, or the lavish scene setter for a night out. Filled
with bookcases, heirlooms, gas-flamed heaters enclosed in
glass, velvet sofas, vintage Persian rugs, cottage chairs and
a grand piano.
Enjoy a night of escape and please every single sense
through the celebration of expertly crafted cocktails and
expansive selections of hand-picked rare whiskies, vodkas
and other spirits from the finest distillers around the world.
This underground nook ensures it delivers all it promises
through opulent décor, an encyclopedic wine list, the city’s
top mixologists and live music.
All you need to do is find your niche, chaise or stool, settle
in and get mixing.
Exclusive Events
The Den is a dark, slinky subterranean playground that
celebrates the finer things in life. With the ability to book
one or both of our versatile private rooms for your next
event, we provide the pleasure of exceptional bar service,
the music to set the tone and an inviting ambience.
A highly flexible space, The Den is the perfect cocktail,
birthday, after party or engagement venue. Edgy exposed
pipework, cosy corners filled with antique furniture and an
exclusive drinks menu that caters to your most treasured
poisons – every feature of this underground lair has been
carefully constructed to provide the most unique experience
for every type of night dweller.

Capacities

		

Guests

The Captain’s Lair			

30

The Back Section			

60

The Entire Den			

110

Hours
Monday to Tuesday
Closed
Wednesday to Thursday
5:30pm – 1:00am
Friday to Saturday
5:30pm – 3:00am
Sunday
5:30pm – 1:00am

General and Exclusive Event Enquiries
T : +61 3 9698 8888
E : reservations@theatlantic.com.au
W : theatlantic.com.au/the-den
Crown Entertainment Complex
8 Whiteman St, Southbank, 3006
(Located under The Atlantic restaurant)
/thedenbar
@thedenmelbourne

